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Memorandum
To S. Levine, Chief

Test and Power Reactor Safety Branch DATE July 3, 1962 .

FROM J. F. Newell, Chief . x-
Site-Environmental Brandy'.

SUBJECT: COMM-ENTS ON FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE LETTER DATED JUNE 20, i962
REGARDING. PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY PEACH BOTTOM PROJECT

ATTN: E. R. Fleury .

Herewith are my comments on the 'subject letter as requested.

1. The Fish and Wildlife Service' does not anticipate that the marine
environment would be adversely affected'by operation of the
*reactor plant. On.the'-other hand, the letter indicates the

* possibility for 'measureable.quanitities of radioactivity in the
water and in the seafood organism.

2. The modification of s'ampling. periods to increase the' frequency
.of sample collection for the first yearand the total amount
of data collected during this period ' i uld.appear to have some
merit in 'establishing m'ore conclusively in a shorter time
;whether or not the quantities of radioactivity.released can

' be detected in the' marine 'environment. The Fish.and Wildlife
Service feels that the lower-sampling frequency proposed by
Philadelphia Electric-Company might not provide an adequate
basis for judgement on w'hether or.not reactor.operations -
would have a measurable' effect (adversely or'otherwise) on'
the marine environment, but 'that the higher. frequency of

* sampling would be adeiquate in -this regard.. Further, the
' adequacy of a.monitoringprogram could become an issue of

.importance:at the operating .license stageand the Fish and -

Wildlife letter'-provides'.specific.guidance in this regard.
I do not believe that w eare in a position to argue this

' point.' - ' -

3. The views 6f the Maryland Board of Natural Res6urces are
. interesting. ' It is .my 'ujderstanding, based son &atelephone

di scussion with Mr. 'Stringer.of the Fish::'and Wildlife Service',
'that the Maryland'organization'does not have persoinel or

* funds .for carrying out the monitoring program recommended
- .by..Fish and Vildlife Service, or even the program proposed-.

by'Philadelphia.Electric-.<.Company.' On 'the other hand the' .
Maryland 'organization would'prefer to have 'the monitoring

* program carried out, including reportingo fresults, by a -
public agency.' According to Mr. Strin'ger the Fish'and Wildlife
Service'has no particular position on this, but thought it
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Wise to advise us regarding Maryland's feelings on the subject.
I believe the key to this is in the last sentence of the
letter and suggest that the Fish and Wildlife Commnissioner
should be formally advised that the monitoring program which
would be carried out by the licensee would be periodically
reviewed by our Division of Compliance. Hvow7ever, it is suggested
that we should also advise Philadelphia Electric Company of the
Maryland Board of Natural Resources feelings in this matter.

4. At the present time, the AEC does not have a requirement
for independent verification of monitoring results by
either a public or private agency. In this regard, some
licensees contract with third parties to carry out the
environmental monitoring program, and others have working*
relationships with interested public agencies for carrying
out this program. For example, the Illinois State Health
Department has issued a permit to Dresden for discharge
of radioactivity to the Illinois wiver under certain speci-
fied conditions and based upon radioactivity measurements
of the river that are performed by the Health Department
laboratory. However, the AEC has not made independent
measurements in connection with licensed reactor facilities
to serve as an independent check on those made by the licensee,
although the AEC Health and Safety Laboratory at New York
has been utilized in connection with monitoring of the
environment around uranium mills.


